P2T 2.0 Students' Questionnaire

Q1 What is your nationality?
Answered: 1,288

Austrian

Belgian

British

Bulgarian

Croat

Cypriot

Czech

Danish

Estonian

Finnish

French
FYROM-Macedon
ian
German

Greek

Hungarian

Icelandic

Irish

Italian

Latvian

Lithuanian

Luxembourgian

Maltese

Dutch
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Skipped: 68

P2T 2.0 Students' Questionnaire

Polish

Portuguese

Romanian

Slovakian

Slovenian

Spanish

Swedish

Turkish

British

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Austrian

0.08%

1

Belgian

0.31%

4

British

4.19%

54

Bulgarian

9.94%

128

Croat

3.11%

40

Cypriot

1.63%

21

Czech

3.26%

42

Danish

0.47%

6

Estonian

0.39%

5

Finnish

36.18%

French

0.62%

8

FYROM-Macedonian

0.85%

11

German

2.64%

34

Greek

8.15%

105

Hungarian

0.23%

3

Icelandic

0%

0

Irish

0.31%

4

Italian

4.89%

63

Latvian

1.16%

15

Lithuanian

1.48%

19

Luxembourgian

0.16%

2

Total

466

1,288

Other. Please specify ( 71 )
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Maltese

0.78%

10

Dutch

0.31%

4

Polish

2.87%

37

Portuguese

0.62%

8

Romanian

6.44%

83

Slovakian

3.42%

44

Slovenian

3.80%

49

Spanish

0.39%

5

Swedish

0.23%

3

Turkish

0.85%

11

British

0.23%

3

Total

1,288

Other. Please specify ( 71 )
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Q2 What do you consider to be the
country of your permanent
residence?
Answered: 1,279

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Denmark

Estonia

Finland

France

FYROM

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Malta

Netherlands
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Skipped: 77
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Netherlands

Poland

Portugal

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Turkey
United
Kingdom
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Austria

0.78%

10

Belgium

0.78%

10

Bulgaria

8.52%

109

Croatia

2.74%

35

Cyprus

1.95%

25

Czech Republic

5.08%

65

Denmark

0.63%

8

Estonia

0.47%

6

Finland

33.31%

France

1.56%

20

FYROM

0.86%

11

Germany

4.30%

55

Greece

6.88%

88

Hungary

0.16%

2

Iceland

0%

0

Ireland

0.47%

6

Italy

5.32%

68

Latvia

1.02%

13

Lithuania

0.86%

11

Luxembourg

0.39%

5

Malta

0.39%

5

Total

426

1,279

Other. Please specify ( 66 )
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Netherlands

0.94%

12

Poland

2.19%

28

Portugal

0.63%

8

Romania

5.00%

64

Slovakia

1.33%

17

Slovenia

3.44%

44

Spain

1.02%

13

Sweden

0.78%

10

Turkey

0.47%

6

United Kingdom

7.74%

99

Total

1,279

Other. Please specify ( 66 )
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Q3 In which country do/did you
study?
Answered: 1,290

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Denmark

Estonia

Finland

France

FYROM

Germany

Greece

Hungary

Iceland

Ireland

Italy

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg

Malta

Netherlands

7 / 37

Skipped: 66
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Poland

Portugal

Romania

Slovakia

Slovenia

Spain

Sweden

Turkey
United
Kingdom
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Austria

1.32%

17

Belgium

1.09%

14

Bulgaria

5.74%

74

Croatia

2.87%

37

Cyprus

1.32%

17

Czech Republic

6.36%

82

Denmark

1.24%

16

Estonia

0.70%

9

Finland

19.84%

France

2.56%

33

FYROM

0.85%

11

Germany

5.19%

67

Greece

7.98%

103

Hungary

0.31%

4

Iceland

0.47%

6

Ireland

0.39%

5

Italy

5.19%

67

Latvia

1.01%

13

Lithuania

1.24%

16

Luxembourg

0.08%

1

Malta

0.78%

10

Netherlands

2.17%

28

Total

256

1,290

Other. Please specify ( 140 )
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Poland

2.56%

33

Portugal

1.55%

20

Romania

4.65%

60

Slovakia

0.93%

12

Slovenia

3.95%

51

Spain

3.49%

45

Sweden

1.63%

21

Turkey

0.85%

11

United Kingdom

11.71%

Total

151
1,290

Other. Please specify ( 140 )
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Q4 Please select which of the
following categories best suits you.
Answered: 1,347

Skipped: 9

I am a
foreigner
studying/w...
I would like
to study/work
abroad
I have
studied/worke
d abroad i...
I work
for/represent
an...
None of the
above
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

I am a foreigner studying/working abroad

22.42%

302

I would like to study/work abroad

34.22%

461

I have studied/worked abroad in the past

31.48%

424

I work for/represent an organisation dealing with student
placements

1.19%

None of the above

10.69%

Total

16
144
1,347
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Q5 What is your age?
Answered: 1,347

Skipped: 9

18 or under

18-25

25-35

35 years +

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

18 or under

0.67%

18-25

74.83%

1,008

25-35

19.82%

267

35 years +

4.68%

Total

9

63
1,347
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Q6 Do you consider the existing
information on work placements
abroad adequate?
Answered: 1,055

Skipped: 301

Yes

No
I haven't
searched so
far
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

32.61%

344

No

30.24%

319

I haven't searched so far

37.16%

392

Total

1,055
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Q7 Where did you find/would look
for information regarding
placements? (Please rate with 1 less
helpful or less likely to help and 5
most helpful or most likely to help)
Answered: 1,055

Skipped: 301

Generally on
the internet
From friends
Websites
specializing
on...
Universities
Events
organized in
home...
0

Less
helpful/likely
to help

1

(no label)

2

(no label)

3

(no label)

4

Most
helpful/likely
to help

5

Total

Average
Rating

Generally
on the
internet

4.57%
47

10.21%
105

18.87%
194

35.21%
362

31.13%
320

1,028

3.78

From
friends

7.93%
81

18.20%
186

27.10%
277

29.16%
298

17.61%
180

1,022

3.30

Websites
specializing
on
international
studies/placements

4.11%
42

9.89%
101

20.96%
214

33.50%
342

31.54%
322

1,021

3.78

Universities

7.15%
74

13.91%
144

23.86%
247

33.53%
347

21.55%
223

1,035

3.48

13.58%
138

22.24%
226

25.49%
259

24.61%
250

14.07%
143

1,016

3.03

Events
organized
in home
university

Other. Please specify ( 27 )
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Q8 Would a single source of
information on student placements
abroad be of interest to you?
Answered: 1,055

Skipped: 301

Yes

No

I don't know

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

65.69%

693

No

14.88%

157

I don't know

19.43%

205

Total

1,055
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Q9 How important are the following
issues for you regarding placements
mobility? (Please rate with 1 less
significant to 5 highly significant)
Answered: 1,055

Skipped: 301

Placement
options
available ...
Sources of
placements
(organisat...
Practicalitie
s (including
salary,...
Societal
issues
including...
0

Less
significant

1

(no label)

2

(no label)

3

(no label)

4

Highly
significant

5

Total

Average
Rating

Placement
options
available in
each
country:
duration,
application
criteria

2.97%
31

5.17%
54

18.58%
194

32.76%
342

40.52%
423

1,044

4.03

Sources of
placements
(organisations
offering
placements)

2.68%
28

9.96%
104

24.52%
256

35.92%
375

26.92%
281

1,044

3.74

Practicalities
(including
salary,
accommodation,
travelling
arrangements,
visas and
residence/work
permits)

1.72%
18

2.59%
27

12.45%
130

32.09%
335

51.15%
534

1,044

4.28

Societal
issues
including
cost of
living,
money &
banking,
language
skills,
working
cultures,
countryspecific
information
(e.g.
climate,
safety)

1.54%
16

3.56%
37

14.23%
148

37.02%
385

43.65%
454

1,040

4.18

Other (please specify) ( 7 )
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Q10 Which of the following social
media do you frequently use? (you
can select more than one answers)
Answered: 979

Skipped: 377

YouTube

Twitter

Facebook

LinkedIn

Google +

Xing
I do not use
social media/
I am not a...
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Answer Choices

Responses

YouTube

75.08%

735

Twitter

14.91%

146

Facebook

91.62%

897

LinkedIn

19.10%

187

Google +

22.68%

222

Xing

1.94%

19

I do not use social media/ I am not a student

2.15%

21

Total Respondents: 979
Other. Please specify ( 25 )
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Q11 Do you consider the following
as acceptable or unacceptable
behavior when using social
networks?
Answered: 979

Skipped: 377

Using your
real first
and last n...
Using your
real picture
as your...
Speaking to
people you
don’t know...
Posting
pictures of
people...
Swearing and
using foul
language
Criticize
others in
abusive terms
Openly
complaining
about poor...
0

1

Acceptable

2

Unacceptable

3

4

I don't know

5

Total

Average Rating

Using your real
first and last
name for your
avatar

80.98%
792

8.69%
85

10.33%
101

978

1.29

Using your real
picture as your
avatar

82.79%
808

8.91%
87

8.30%
81

976

1.26

Speaking to
people you don’t
know in real life
e.g. becoming
“friends” with
those you don’t
know

37.70%
368

41.70%
407

20.59%
201

976

1.83

Posting pictures
of people
although you
don’t have their
permission to do
so

8.42%
82

79.88%
778

11.70%
114

974

2.03

17.15%
167

73.20%
713

9.65%
94

974

1.93

5.76%
56

89.83%
874

4.42%
43

973

1.99

53.03%
516

28.88%
281

18.09%
176

973

1.65

Swearing and
using foul
language
Criticize others in
abusive terms
Openly
complaining
about poor
service received
from a company
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Q12 How important do you consider
the following issues for training?
(Please rate with 1 less significant
and 5 highly significant)
Answered: 979

Skipped: 377

Do’s and
don’ts in
social med...
Guidelines to
main
networks’ ...
Cultural
differences
in the use...
Types of
social media
used (and...
Legal aspects
for different
European...
0

Less
significant

1

(no label)

2

3

(no label)

4

Highly
significant

5

Total

Average Rating

Do’s and
don’ts in
social media
use

9.85%
96

32.62%
318

39.49%
385

18.05%
176

975

2.66

Guidelines to
main
networks’ use
(which
network for
which
purpose)

6.67%
65

26.87%
262

47.59%
464

18.87%
184

975

2.79

Cultural
differences in
the use of
social media
(which rules
for each
country)

7.32%
71

24.85%
241

41.55%
403

26.29%
255

970

2.87

Types of
social media
used (and
purpose of
use) in
different
countries

7.29%
71

27.31%
266

45.79%
446

19.61%
191

974

2.78

Legal aspects
for different
European
countries

5.36%
52

20.10%
195

42.47%
412

32.06%
311

970

3.01

Other. Please specify ( 5 )
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Q13 Tell us about experiences of
cultural differences when using
social media across different
countries:
Answered: 276

Skipped: 1,080

#

Responses

Date

1

My relatives live in Ukraine. We contact via skype or facebook, but it isn't popular there. They have like a
facebook copies - odnoklasniki or vkontakte, thoose are more popular there.

10/10/2012 7:48 AM

2

nothing like diferrent

10/4/2012 2:57 PM

3

Mostly it is not possible to read in other language, especially in twiiter and Facebook and it makes that
impossible to use in that kind of way.

9/30/2012 8:47 AM

4

Google Translate is an an quickly efficient tool to be able to read text of foreign languages

9/25/2012 11:02 AM

5

NONE

9/24/2012 11:00 PM

6

/

9/24/2012 5:15 AM

7

In some countries internet social media is blocked in some there is no freedom of speech, and in other
countries again, people spend a lot of time on social media sites publishing too intimate and too detailed
posts for my opinion.

9/24/2012 3:16 AM

8

I don't know.

9/24/2012 1:46 AM

9

I don't think there are so many differences.

9/24/2012 1:28 AM

10

From my experience it seems that some videos that contain extreme violence are prohibited in some
countries.

9/23/2012 8:36 AM

11

when we are talking with other nationalities people we ar understanding each oder cause we have diferent
accents.

9/23/2012 6:09 AM

12

-

9/20/2012 1:02 PM

13

Theres a huge difference between the way people present themselves on social networks like facebook. For 9/20/2012 10:26 AM
instance in Germany you shouldnt upload a picture where you are sitting in a coffeeshop in Amsterdam, but i
realized that especially the people from the Netherlands or from overseas like Southamerica dont mind about
loading up pictures like that. Of course in here in the Netherlands there are different laws about this but it is
still something what employers wouldnt appreciate i guess.

14

There is more freedom for people on social media in the Western Countries than the Estern ones.

9/20/2012 5:23 AM

15

I'm not using it that much so I have no relevant experience.

9/19/2012 1:57 PM

16

I have no such examples, mb only some religious aspects: for one country, for example, it is accaptable to
publish the photos with nude people, for other - it is strictly forbidden. But I think that social media now
creating very independent space without respect to countries, and social networks have their own rules of
communication: if you are in it, you should take it into account.

9/19/2012 8:56 AM

17

I don't find any relevant differences in the use of social media.

9/19/2012 1:03 AM

18

no particular experience in my case

9/19/2012 12:46 AM

19

I don't know any specific issues as i have never left this country...

9/18/2012 6:53 AM

20

Well, none so far.

9/18/2012 4:15 AM

21

-

9/17/2012 3:50 PM

22

People from other countries tend to be more friendly !

9/17/2012 3:30 PM

23

None

9/17/2012 11:39 AM

24

The best example, in my opinion, is China's Renren where they prohibited access to broadly used social
networks, like Facebook, so that they wouldn't share their opinions with other people. Eventually this didn't
prohibit people to express their opinions openly and Renren is a great example of a social media applied to a
country with a different culture than the commonly culture of the most western countries.

9/17/2012 11:26 AM

25

Although i keep contact with many people around the world, i haven't experienced such cultural defferences
yet.

9/17/2012 11:20 AM

26

I don't have that kind of experience in social media! That's way i can not comment this segment.

9/17/2012 4:20 AM

27

i dont know

9/14/2012 8:00 AM

28

Havent had any experiences with cultural diferencies as far as I remember

9/13/2012 12:42 PM
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#

Responses

Date

29

no diffrences

9/13/2012 11:27 AM

30

Mostly people from Asia are less open to start normal conversation, they keep distance than people from
Europe especially people from Spain, Italy are such sociable, funny and have no barrier to start new contacts

9/13/2012 2:16 AM

31

it is always best to leave religious comments to be. But then again, I think religious comments, even if they
are part of your culture, should not be posted on social media.... you always piss somebody off when you do
that!

9/13/2012 12:32 AM

32

Some words that are used in my country can have offensive meaning in other counties.

9/12/2012 9:24 AM

33

I had only good experiences.

9/12/2012 2:33 AM

34

different language, traditions, point of wiev...

9/12/2012 2:13 AM

35

Interests of social media users depend more on their localization in rural or urban area then country of
residence.

9/11/2012 1:01 PM

36

None

9/11/2012 11:33 AM

37

The same word can be meant different in different languages. It can happen, that one word is in one
language good, but in other, it can mean something bad.

9/11/2012 9:28 AM

38

I don't have so much experiences of cultural differences of using social media, but i think that people in
different countries have different habits and way to use social media. Some people in different countries are
more open to talk whit foreign and stranger people from other countries, and they don't have problem whit
social media.

9/11/2012 8:01 AM

39

While social media was primarily created for socialising, there has been an accelerated and advanced usage
of this platform in developed countries when compared to less or undeveloped ones who are yet to grasp
the dynamic and broad usage of the platform thus it is been underutilised

9/11/2012 4:49 AM

40

In some Northen countries they take social media such as facebook very personal as here in central Europe
we have a very open relationship and we don't mind making friends with people that we don't know

9/11/2012 1:35 AM

41

There was not such big differences because i was living in the Netherlands, but i think there they have a very
high percantage of practical knoweledge and it should get adjusted to all european countries.

9/11/2012 12:46 AM

42

I do not use social medias.

9/10/2012 11:28 PM

43

different attitudes in some things, different writting maniers

9/10/2012 7:43 AM

44

Actually I do not really know what to write here, but I think I can write, that with people from different
countries we use facebook or skype. It is fast, popular and effective. Sure we all communicate one language
- English.

9/10/2012 3:49 AM

45

It has advantages and disadvantages

9/10/2012 3:20 AM

46

The media I'm using frankly works the same as in my home country. But the advertisements I get are the
language of the country I'm studying.

9/9/2012 11:52 AM

47

I do not have a lot of contacts outsied my own country, but for example in social media sites it is easy to find 9/9/2012 10:01 AM
someone and "fight" about historial and religious differences.

48

das;ldk [DFJA[SFDGJAD'FI GJFSDG

9/8/2012 11:44 AM

49

My experience of social media was mostly through Facebook. It's a great place where a bunch of people can
communicate all together and it's the most used social media so if I need any information I can always get it
and it takes very little time, usually. I don't know much about cultural differences when using social media
however I noticed that American people take facebook "more seriously" than European. They share more on
on this media, they write diaries etc. Whereas European use Facebook mostly to communicate and give
information needed for others. When I was in Belgium (from Erasmus exchange) Facebook was a great
source of information that was linking all Belgian and foreign students. If there was any event organized or
any "to do" thing in terms of school, papers, document, I could always find that out on Facebook.

9/8/2012 2:49 AM

50

In China, government restricted access to some social sites such as youtube, facebook.

9/7/2012 6:20 PM

51

n/a

9/7/2012 9:53 AM

52

People use social media in a different way. Some use it for work, others to keep in touch with friends they
left behind.

9/7/2012 6:21 AM

53

When we are talking about muslim countries like Iran, Iraq I think that we have some restriction to using this
kind of media. Of course some countries in Asia have similar problem with government and restrictions I
think. But of course this situation also depend from age group - young people want to communicate, talk
with people from other countries, they are opening.

9/7/2012 5:08 AM

54

I only can find "cultural" differences between young and old in the behaviour to social media use.

9/7/2012 4:01 AM

55

Usually everyone will use social media in the same way with slight differences that can be a bit of a problem
for other users. For instance in Turkey YouTube is banned from being accessed and such other media.

9/7/2012 1:07 AM

56

Brazil used to use orkut, now facebook.

9/7/2012 1:03 AM
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#

Responses

Date

57

In Japan is it highly unappropriate to complain about your university/workplace etc. by using social networks this kind of opinions you should keep for yourself.

9/7/2012 12:11 AM

58

Difference in languages first of all, in expression of emotions and values, respect to people etc.

9/6/2012 1:44 PM

59

Never use names or color to addres people

9/6/2012 1:30 PM

60

-

9/6/2012 12:52 PM

61

9/6/2012 12:16 PM
Those media which are avialable widely around in each country mostly differ in lanugage they operate in,
however you can observe cultural differences in comments or progfiles of people from different countries, in
belgium usually everything was availabe in a few languages, nice structured and organized, while in poland its
messy very often even though it is improving year after year. Also access to some of media is bounded with
lots of red tape eg. poland, france while in belgium and czech rep. it was very easy to get acces and use the
internet for example.

62

Of course there are different cultures and behaviours around the global. Therefore, it is normal to see
cultural diversity and clash. For example language and believes which are considered to be the most
important of cultural aspects, I myself I don’t understand sometime what others post on my wall this is due
to a language barrier or sometime people post something which are really against of my believe. But
different people have different attitude, believes and behaviours as well as freedom of speech.

9/6/2012 6:40 AM

63

The culture in my country consider certain behaviours while using social media as taboo, but these are
allowed in the West.

9/6/2012 6:37 AM

64

Example of explicit pictures or language in conservative China

9/6/2012 5:42 AM

65

In European culture, users on Facebook follow brands more aggressively compare to Asian countries because 9/6/2012 5:21 AM
European users like to be connected to their brand under online communities but Asian countries don't have
this need to be connected with brands.Especially food and fashion industry. In Pakistan, i never use to follow
brands but in UK i do may be because these Europe has global brands and they have a great infrastructure
which can support online shopping. In my research i found out that, Facebook plays an intermediary role and
diverts consumers towards companies websites

66

From my point of view in my country Social Media is used mainly for fun but in the UK it is mostly used for
Networking and Business purposes.

9/6/2012 5:18 AM

67

languages

9/6/2012 5:00 AM

68

None

9/6/2012 4:55 AM

69

Completely different commentaires on facebook i.e on images that are really common in the internet that
are connected to current economics, politics ets

9/4/2012 1:19 PM

70

I have mostly traveled in countries which uses the same social networks as me in Bulgaria. Everyone use
Facebook, YouTube, Google + and its easy for us to communicate and share photos. Skype is also good for
connecting with people. My studying group from the university have a group chat, and there we talk about
lections, exams, topics we're interested in and etc.

9/4/2012 1:49 AM

71

-

9/2/2012 7:23 AM

72

not so many difference between using social media in italy or abroad, just some youtube problems

9/1/2012 6:35 AM

73

I have lived in Slovakia, I was an exchange student , there we mostly used Facebook for almost everything:
from keeping in touch to setting up meetings with each other, chat, finding out homework, etc Now I live in
the United Arab Emirates, here students don't use their Facebook this often, there are more modest with
their profile picures and their languages used on social media.

9/1/2012 1:05 AM

74

almost nothing to say. even if u have friends from all over the world. actually, I am wondering why everything 8/31/2012 12:17 PM
and every culture / behaviour or guy from different countries is so close.

75

Spanish and Latvian students have their own social medias and they use more them than Facebook

76

A girl from Japan asked me if it was ok to tag me in a picture. She said she didn't know if this was a common 8/29/2012 6:32 AM
practice in Europe

77

ıt makes help us to come across diffrent cultures,so one day ıf we have possibility to go there,there is no
cultural shock as it

8/28/2012 1:56 PM

78

Social media is forbidden in some countries due to religious or political reasons i.e. in China, where the wellknown Facebook is not used, and Chinese use RenRen instead. The same is valid for some countries
dominated by Islam, where people are limited to what they can post and share on social media. Have been
questioning myself whether my friends coming from these cultures/countries feel isolated in some way or
whether they feel different from people from the Western countries.

8/28/2012 1:15 PM

79

The language is very important. One common thing which works is finding funny pictures. Humor is universal
language across countries. It is important how each social media channel is used and when. For instance in
Facebook ALWAYS use pictures or videos. Be careful which day and time you make a post and etc. Same
strategies exist for Twitter, Pinterest etc.

8/28/2012 1:03 PM

80

-

8/28/2012 10:53 AM

81

I have not experianced cultural differences when using social media across different countries so far.

8/28/2012 8:35 AM
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82

People from other countries keep various distance with the interlocutor. Some topics connected with culture
or history are taboos.

8/28/2012 8:30 AM

83

I have not noticed significant differences.

8/26/2012 3:30 PM

84

no problems

8/26/2012 1:59 AM

85

I didnt realize any big cultural differences (maybe is because I communicate mostly with people fromEurope).
However Spanish people swear more, they dont care about the rigth grammar and spelling. They generally
are more unorganized.

8/25/2012 5:34 AM

86

I dont use social media.

8/23/2012 11:32 PM

87

i do not know

8/23/2012 4:59 AM

88

I have studied one year in Texas and so far I havent recognised any big differences in using the social
networks between USA and Slovak/Czech Republic.

8/23/2012 4:31 AM

89

I do not have such experience.

8/20/2012 11:51 PM

90

We use social media for company presentation and we have good profesional experience. Through social
media we have established cooperation with foreign customer in Serbia. But this was one case from a lot of.
Mostly social networks are used for contacting the Czech and Slovak customers. So far I have not noticed
any significant differences.

8/20/2012 12:36 PM

91

In Germany, university students have their own SoMes, but Facebook is becoming more and more common.

8/8/2012 8:03 AM

92

very satisfactory

7/30/2012 6:15 PM

93

For exemple Italians tend to post a lot of pictures online without really censoring them.

7/30/2012 12:03 PM

94

I mostly have experience of the use of social media of European or American people. It is quite similar to my
culture. I have the image that Asians are more careful in their use of social media than Western cultures.

7/30/2012 10:59 AM

95

erasmus in helsinki, traveling by couchsurfing around the UE

7/30/2012 5:32 AM

96

African (Tanzanian) people use facebook chat just to say "hi" if they dont have anything else to say.. Finnish
people always have something to say to you if they star a conversation..

7/27/2012 12:18 AM

97

I have friends and know friends who have friends on facebook who are French and they seem to use it in
much the same way as we do.

7/26/2012 8:04 AM

98

I don´t have a lot of experience with this activities but I think we have to be sure that our receiver will be
good about our messages.

7/26/2012 2:37 AM

99

I DO NOT YET

7/24/2012 4:24 PM

100

In my experience the social media can not be used the same way in all countries. Some services may be the
same but before posting, sharing or uploading anything online in different countries, we need to be aware of
the legal issues, the behaviour of the people living in that country ( some habitants may find an issue more
offensive than others) and also the consequences of each action that is being uploaded online and being
shared with millions of people in an instant

7/24/2012 2:38 PM

101

I think the differences are mostly related to different persons and can't label singular behaviours as cultural
differences. I've seen difference between agegroups tough, young teenagers seem to be more eager to
reveal their real name and face to people met in online, than older people past 30 years of age.

7/24/2012 10:37 AM

102

I have noticed clear differences on friending and picture posting policies, but not sure if cultural or personalitybased.

7/24/2012 6:15 AM

103

No differences

7/23/2012 4:12 AM

104

The language written in social media isn't the exact language that you learn in school, there's lots of
abbreviations so it can be hard to understand sometimes.

7/21/2012 3:35 AM

105

While some swear words are considered to be nasty and impolite to say/write when using social media in
some countries, they are considered to be a part of daily-life conversation in other countries. i.e. they are
commonly used in these countries.

7/19/2012 10:27 PM

106

I'm currently studying in Germany and find that people here are far more concerned with privacy than in the
UK/Ireland. E.g. on Facebook a girl called Katharina Winter might use the name 'Ka Thi' as her full name
instead of making her surname public to everyone. Germans tend to post less details about their personal
lives. Many people don't even use facebook, which would be considered 'abnormal' within my age group back
home. A lot of young Germans prefer to network face to face. I find the UK and Ireland (and the US) very
similar in the way they use social media.

7/18/2012 4:57 PM

107

Foreign people are more bold and save their log in information so their work buddies can abuse them and
they like it. (Kenya)

7/16/2012 1:40 PM

108

I have noticed that the ones who do not live in their home country use social media for connecting with their
landmen and starting for example facebook groups only in the purpose be in touch with any people from the
same country, for example a Finnish community in Vienna (Finnish celebrations, events..), Somalian
community in Helsinki...

7/16/2012 11:32 AM
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109

Have used tuenti, a Spanish social media site, from my experience it seems to be used in the same way as
Facebook, perhaps more emphasis on instant messaging.

7/15/2012 7:00 AM

110

In China people are not allowed to use facebook unlike in many other countries. Covernmet is restricting that. 7/13/2012 9:49 AM

111

Some nationalities post more things to their own wall/timeline and to others' walls/timelines on Facebook.

7/13/2012 3:20 AM

112

Some times it´s difficult, but you must "adapt" your self into world

7/13/2012 2:15 AM

113

In Iceland it's very same. We use e-mail all the time.

7/12/2012 10:53 AM

114

Different networks, and different behaviours. Particularly in Spain. A load more posting of photos with many
more people tagged in them than are in the picture, a very myspace attitude to their network 'Tuenti'. But in
terms of the behvaiour you're looking at, nothing really. I havent seen any major differences.

7/12/2012 8:23 AM

115

freedom of speach in some countries is an obstacle to continue the usage of some social networks

7/12/2012 5:30 AM

116

Difficulties explaining the concept of facebook etc to friends in China. Language barriers when communicating 7/12/2012 4:43 AM
with friends from other countries. Social media generally are extremely useful in developing language skills,
cultural understanding etc.

117

I don't use social media.

7/12/2012 3:31 AM

118

I have no experience about the differences. Keeping in touch with people seems to be the thing in facebook
and at least the people that i have as "friends" behave pretty much the same way as they do live. Personally
I use social media to get and share information, I follow pages of interest and block "friends" that feed me
spam, advertisement or just too much nonesence.

7/11/2012 1:24 PM

119

Now days social media in my opinion dont have so much cultural differences. Everybody learns the similar
etiquette. Example now days no body asks if they can upload picture of you into social media. pre facebook
times it was norm to ask before upload.

7/11/2012 2:13 AM

120

It's interesting to see comments in other languages, mainly when expressing feelings (when you want to
express laughter, you have jejeje or jajaja, you can write LOL or ha ha ha, etc, depends on the culture/
language)

7/11/2012 1:53 AM

121

I don't have experiences of cultural differences.

7/10/2012 11:15 PM

122

7/10/2012 10:40 PM
There is no way to harmonize the society across the Europe due to the cultural differences. Even the young
students are adaptable to cultural changes by the end of the day there is only one common language in all of
the countries : money.

123

different countries are accepting of different things

7/10/2012 11:00 AM

124

-

7/10/2012 8:26 AM

125

I have a lot of friends in different countries,in different parts of the world. It is very important to respect and
to show them that is true,that you respect their tradition culture and their religious tradition,due the reason
that,the God is only one,the Architect of the Univers it is the same(only geographical and cultural aspects
make the difference)

7/10/2012 8:14 AM

126

None.

7/10/2012 7:13 AM

127

None

7/10/2012 7:00 AM

128

I do not have any significant experiences when living in another country when using social media networks.
(EU countries only). I believe that the questions asked in this survey are very biased to fit with what those
organising the programme believe is necessary for their project. I am familiar with how EU projects work and
I think this project runs the risk of being a waste of time if those running the project do not create questions
that enable those to answer to provide genuine input and feedback.

7/10/2012 4:23 AM

129

I've noticed that people from different countries, mainly Mainland Europe, don't use their full names on social
media sites like Facebook. Instead, they'll use abbreviations or a middle name in place of their surname. This
seems to be something done more frequently elsewhere and not common in the UK which can lead to
problems with certain careers.

7/10/2012 3:44 AM

130

different type of pictures and privacy

7/10/2012 3:23 AM

131

In other countries people don't use real names and photos

7/10/2012 2:57 AM

132

not many, I think there are better things you could concentrate on that would be more useful.

7/10/2012 2:33 AM

133

For example when talking to a foreiger in e.g. in Facebook you need to be a bit more caucious and aware of
the cultural differences and understand mishaps. And think before say.

7/10/2012 2:07 AM

134

I have found language barriers can harm social media use, especially within organisations. For example if a
company employs a non-native english speaker to post updates on a social media platform and doesn't post
correctly it can make the business seem unprofessional

7/10/2012 1:50 AM

135

Here in Germany, a lot of people do not use their real name anywhere, but a lot of social media sites
(especially facebook) are really cracking down to make this more difficult to do. I have since considered
perhaps doing the same thing.

7/10/2012 1:21 AM

136

I do not use social media

7/10/2012 1:18 AM
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137

Being tagged on Facebook by club promoters and photographers from nights out.

7/10/2012 1:16 AM

138

In France, people very rarely use their full name as their avatar

7/10/2012 1:12 AM

139

I do not have much foregin friends but from the few I have I have not seen much difference in the way they
use social media. In some countries though, Twitter is more used than Facebook. When I am using social
media abroad, I use it in the same way as I would at home.

7/7/2012 3:48 AM

140

You can communicate with the others and for example in facebook we organise our meetings, special
events and it is so important for all multicultural organisations and programs.

7/6/2012 2:49 AM

141

I have no experiences from using social media across different countries

7/5/2012 12:23 PM

142

-

7/5/2012 2:32 AM

143

With Facebook I found out that there are many aspects and many differences in other countries, for
example, culture, education , politics. In the area of education there is a huge connection between countries
( with scholarship programs: Erasmus ) but at the same time they are keeping their individuality.Social Media
helps us a lot in finding a job abroad or if we want to travel. We met people, learn more and more foreign
languages and culture.

7/5/2012 12:36 AM

144

I've noticed that people from central Europe often do not use their real name in Facebook. They come from
more densely habited countries than Finland and propably have faced more problems with social media and
want to protect themselves.

7/3/2012 2:50 AM

145

On the southern Europe people are more open in social media in good and bad way. They are giving much
more comments, even they are honest or not. In Finland people are commenting more less, but always just
how they really think.

7/2/2012 1:11 AM

146

I've only used one social media everywhere. I have not changed my behavior on social media when I went to
different countries. Offline I consider local customs but in the internet on social media I am always my own
Finnish self. Those who don't mind my true personality are my friends in social media. I only accept people I
have met as my friends in social media. I think it's good that you use your own avatar picture and your real
name but people should have choicer weather to use them or not.

7/1/2012 10:22 PM

147

In China none of the Western social media work, so there were no issues with it.

7/1/2012 5:05 PM

148

-

7/1/2012 11:54 AM

149

There was a special experience to study abroad for 4 months. i have met different cultures in the same
place. since I am that kind of person that loves to make new friends for me was really important to
communicate with them.

7/1/2012 6:56 AM

150

It's an interesting experience! I am always glad to meet new people from other cultural areas!

6/30/2012 11:29 PM

151

I haven't really noticed any difference culturally, it's more an individual difference.

6/30/2012 8:28 AM

152

Nowadays, I can not find very big diferences between young people that they are from diferent countryes...

6/30/2012 4:09 AM

153

Not understanding all the used languages or not knowing all the holidays of the different countries.

6/30/2012 3:38 AM

154

I do not have any experience in this field.

6/30/2012 3:06 AM

155

In Nepal I saw how people dont have any understanding about dangers of internet. People put others
pictures in to the internet wiht out asking permission, they put also own familyphotos etc. in facebook and
told really openly about their life in facebook etc. Also people didnt seem to remember to sign out and just
left their facebook open in internet cafes. I was surprised to see that they also allowed internet users to put
their own material: photos, writings, wellcoming texts and pictures etc. on the front page of the computer in
libraries. In finland people generally know quite well the dangers of internet and try to protect their private
life. Its not allowed to put any personal material to public computers such as computers in libraries or
schools.

6/30/2012 2:00 AM

156

People from different countries use Facebook in different ways. For example in Vietnam Facebook is banned
and my friend has to use it secretly without anyone knowing where she is and how she entered the page.
Many people from the USA post pictures and practice small talk around them. I think that Finnish people talk
more privately.

6/28/2012 6:53 AM

157

Strong religious/political point of views are being posted from time to time. Commenting and expressing
ones ideologies are sometimes outspoken carelessly which might be offensive or inappropriate for others
viewing the posts. Freedom of speech is still allowed (as it should be) on the internet so essentially the
reader chooses to interpret the writing/post/pictures according to his/her way of thinking. .

6/28/2012 3:36 AM

158

I haven't actually experienced cultural differences that much. I think people behave equally bad when it
comes to internet - especially on comment forums. Those places can be terrible, no matter what
nationalities are writing there.

6/28/2012 3:11 AM

159

In Vietnam, using Facebook is secretly being blocked by the government. However, many young people know 6/28/2012 1:36 AM
how to circumvent this problem, and do use Facebook regurarly. It's also a rather new thing there, so some
people may not know what kind of information they should reveal about themselves on the internet. Youtube
is also very popular in Vietnam for searching music, because people don't usually own any records.

160

For it was strange that Facebook is considered a network for more adult people in Spain and the majority of
young people is using Tuenti.
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161

None.

6/27/2012 11:58 PM

162

I haven't seen cultural differences...

6/27/2012 11:10 PM

163

Facebook and Youtube are banned in China

6/27/2012 9:08 PM

164

Thais use facebook more often than finns

6/27/2012 12:55 PM

165

Mostly pleasant,

6/27/2012 12:15 PM

166

language barriers and misunderstoods

6/27/2012 11:49 AM

167

-

6/27/2012 10:55 AM

168

-

6/27/2012 10:19 AM

169

Taboos are different from culture to culture, also what is appropriate to joke about is different in each
culture, and in some regions people do not use their own face when using social media etc

6/27/2012 10:18 AM

170

I think some of forgeiners where more open in the internet tha Finnish people and also more active.

6/27/2012 9:25 AM

171

No differing experiences so far

6/27/2012 9:18 AM

172

I have same kind of experiences in social media as in real life. People from Far East are polite; Americans say
things straight and they don't know where Finland is. And Finns are not too talkative.

6/27/2012 6:29 AM

173

Swaziland had bad internet connections and they were still in the past for me. for example using fax in daily
bases not email.

6/27/2012 5:56 AM

174

I have not noticed huge differenses between my Finnish collegues and my foreign collegues :)

6/27/2012 5:41 AM

175

I have chatted in facebook with people who live in other countries but who I have met in real life.

6/26/2012 9:37 PM

176

I did not notice any significant difference.

6/26/2012 11:30 AM

177

Facebook in Western Europe is the main site but in Russia they have their "own facebook"

6/26/2012 10:26 AM

178

don't have one

6/26/2012 8:28 AM

179

No experiences

6/26/2012 6:21 AM

180

E.g. Russians use their own version of facebook.

6/26/2012 5:46 AM

181

I think there's not too much difference in that respect, at least amongst "younger" people. Most grow into
the platform in a way and adapt the behavior that their "friends" use. However, there seems to be a
tendency to post much more information in countries like the U.S. or the Southern European countries than
in Germany.

6/26/2012 2:24 AM

182

My facebook is full of chinese, french, finnish, english and even spanish updates. I find it very nice that this
modern world connects me to people around the world. I'm not friends with people that I don't know well.

6/25/2012 12:58 PM

183

I haven't seen so big differences with European citizens. Everyone sent links to news, videos and funny
pictures.

6/25/2012 7:18 AM

184

To me does not make any difference.

6/25/2012 7:02 AM

185

-

6/25/2012 6:01 AM

186

I consider myself average in activity as a social media user (mostly facebook), and so far haven't noticed
significant differences in use. Seems to be used for giving information and arranging meetings etc. both in
Finland and here (South Korea), both among Korean and other exchange student friends.

6/25/2012 5:08 AM

187

The cultural difference was not so huge when comparing the use of social media in Finland and in the UK.
One thing was, in Wales in the countryside, it was easier to handle things by talking straight to peoplevisiting staff or calling. Emailing was not the most efficient way to handle anything.

6/25/2012 4:19 AM

188

In other countries they use more Twitter than in Finland.

6/25/2012 4:15 AM

189

Social media is WAY overrated here in Western countries and Europe.... please, come up with some new
channel... social media is so last year and students are complitely TIRED of finding 'information' via any social
media.

6/25/2012 1:35 AM

190

Its best to do it face to face...media helps only in the beginning

6/24/2012 9:49 PM

191

In UK I didn't find it any different than in Finland

6/24/2012 8:39 AM

192

6/24/2012 3:32 AM
Generally only good experiences. It's easy to reach friends abroad with social media. Sometimes some
random people from other countries try to contact for example on Facebook, but I always ignore people who
I don't know.

193

I have not noticed such thing. In my opinion people all around the world (or at least those in my friends' list)
use it in the same way. I once noticed a German girl who does not use her whole name on facebook and
when I asked her why she told me that's because of safety reasons. I have never thought about that before.
I somehow feel safe, so far.
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194

Sometimes clear difference in posted things. It is easy to notice things about lifestyle or the things that
occupy peoples mind in different countries. For example, Mexican men post mostly just pictures and
thoughts about women and finish men mostly the funny or crazy things that has happened to them.

6/24/2012 2:17 AM

195

-

6/23/2012 4:25 AM

196

Well, the main problem stays the idioma barier and cultural differencences in customs !

6/23/2012 2:54 AM

197

Nothing that deserve mentioning

6/23/2012 2:27 AM

198

I did not find anything quie different. At first the language barrier, but after that you find english version of the 6/23/2012 12:11 AM
website, so it is ok again.

199

Germans are too efficient and too busy all the time and also they are not so social and don`t like to post so
many pictures in facebook and don`t like to stay all day there. However they used it qiute often, but they
pretend that they don`t do this.

6/22/2012 8:43 AM

200

I was ERASMUS in Annecy, France. It was awesome! it'a a great adventure for every student to discover a
new country, a new life....The wost is that it's just one time.

6/22/2012 6:37 AM

201

The thing that impressed me was that Taiwanese upload all the pictures from their camera, no selection
before that. Otherwise, I didn't see any significant differences in social media usage.

6/22/2012 6:15 AM

202

Connected with different food preferances.

6/22/2012 5:48 AM

203

emoticons have sometimes different effects of perception

6/22/2012 5:03 AM

204

I keep facing this challenge due to my foreign friendships that I've made during studying abroad.

6/22/2012 4:46 AM

205

There is specific difference when I am communicating with foreign people and because of that I am trying to
be very tolerant and patient as well as trying to learn from each other.

6/22/2012 4:45 AM

206

In Germany most of the videos on YouTube are prohibited, because they include copyrighted material. That's
not the case in Finland, for example.

6/22/2012 3:00 AM

207

In Vietnam, facebook has been blocked because of some reasons while facebook can be used freely in
Finland where I'm studying.

6/21/2012 11:15 PM

208

In Germany GEMA has banned most of the music videos in Youtube. In China it was impossible to use
Facebook, since China´s government has blocked it. It is also diffucult to keep touch with my chinese friends,
because they can´t use Facebook.

6/21/2012 11:00 AM

209

Here in Ghana, especially outside of the Capital where i'm staying, most of the people don't have access to
internet. So after one month stay I haven't use any social media to communicate with local persons.

6/21/2012 6:20 AM

210

I have used Youtube a lot but not Facebook and Linked inwhen I was in Vietnam but since I came to Finland I
have started to use Facebook every day and Linked in as well.

6/21/2012 4:33 AM

211

N/A

6/21/2012 3:40 AM

212

Pictures and uploading them. Personally I think it is not nice to upload pictures from another person without
permission, but i've learned that in some cultures it's ok.

6/21/2012 3:25 AM

213

-

6/21/2012 1:39 AM

214

6/20/2012 3:24 PM
Facebook is an excellent base where to sent information about event for huge groups. Among exchange
students, you can use fb groub even for finding mated to do homeworks with. Actually, the group is more
important than an email list. The different nationalities, however, need to be considered when posting:
Asians don't want to read anything that is told in very straight way. They may also tell that they are coming
to an event but then never show up. And they use a lot of -_-, ;,;, :) and so on. Some muslims may end all
the messages with "May the Allah be with you" or something like that. It feels a bit stange, because no other
people from other religions end the messages with the blessing of the God or Shiva. Americans always seem
to want to comment about everything. French start everything with "in fact". Brazilians want to publish a lot
of pictures, as the Italians do, too. Asians' pictures are very cute. When somebody need something, it's
enteresting to pay attentions, how they do it. Europeans seem to, well, just ask for it. Asians seem to
apologize at first and then ask something in very polite way. Americans end everything with "thnx". Indians
complain at first and ask then. So, the culture is behind the social media.

215

Privacy settings. Mine are more loose.

216

For example it is not polite to talk about certain subjects like religion or politics, because they might take it as 6/20/2012 11:15 AM
offensive behaviour.

6/20/2012 11:37 AM
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217

6/20/2012 9:36 AM
During my time in Mexico I noticed that the use of social media has a big effect on the society. The
companies, universities and different organizations utilize social media a lot and they always have their own
facebook and twitter accounts. A lot of PR and advertisement is done by social media. Normally if you google
a restaurant or a shop etc. you will find their facebook account rather than their web page. This is not so
common for example in Finland: you usually use the web page of the organization to search for info. Normal
people also use for example facebook a lot but I didn't really like the way some of theme were using it. For
example they are more likely to publish all the pictures they have in their camera without any sensure so you
can really find unpleasent surpises of yourself for example after a party. At least I do respect other people's
privacy and don't publish everything I have. Also many people write whatever on their walls without
understanding that their 700 friends are able to read it. Maybe it was lack of education, maybe they just
didn't care.

218

In China there were huge amount of restrictions for social media usage but if you know it beforehand it is not
a problem. My experiences from social media in Asian countries were a lot similar to ones we have in
Finland.

6/20/2012 7:03 AM

219

my experience of using social media across people of defferent countries and cultures is that it gives you the
opportunity to recognize other cultures and also to open your mind!

6/20/2012 6:49 AM

220

It's not OK to send a Facebook friend request before asking the person in real life. Also using language that
they don't know, get's them to fell uneasy.

6/20/2012 3:03 AM

221

nothing too big: sometimes i couldn't see a certain video in youtube because of local restrictions (nothing to
do with political or security reasons, just something of international music companies' policies, i guess).

6/20/2012 12:59 AM

222

People from different countries posting in different languages and confusing me what are they talking about
Spamming in the US is normal but for EU, it is not popular.

6/20/2012 12:27 AM

223

As far as I know they used social media in Portugal exactly the same way as we do here in Finland.

6/19/2012 11:04 PM

224

I have more mutual contacts

6/19/2012 11:01 PM

225

--

6/19/2012 3:07 PM

226

In Portugal it was the same, they used facebook like in finland.

6/19/2012 12:42 PM

227

i studied in belgium, which was not that different from finland concerning social media

6/19/2012 11:51 AM

228

-

6/19/2012 8:28 AM

229

Privacy is viewed differently in different countries. E.g. Italians share everything and Finns are generally more
privacy-oriented

6/19/2012 8:07 AM

230

I have not noticed any huge differences how people use and behave on social media. Highly religious people
might not share as much information as other people.

6/19/2012 7:54 AM

231

-

6/19/2012 7:42 AM

232

I haven't had any issues or problems when interacting with people from other cultures through social media.
There's no big difference compared to interacting with people from your own culture.

6/19/2012 7:41 AM

233

I haven't encountered significant differences.

6/19/2012 7:05 AM

234

Some friends of mine travelling/living in Asia told me that the use of Facebook for example, has been blocked 6/19/2012 5:57 AM
in these countries completely.

235

I have not encountered any. I don't think social media is tied to any country or culture. For example, I have as 6/19/2012 5:53 AM
many Facebook friends from the US as from Canada, Japan, Russia, and Finland, and they all use social
media the same way.

236

Differences in spoken language, people can understand something differently in different cultures or can be
misunderstood because e.g. english is not the person's primarily spoken language.

6/19/2012 4:12 AM

237

compared to finnish people other europeans tag and network more in general. also the privacy is not so
highly appreciated than in Fin.

6/19/2012 4:11 AM

238

Didn't notice any differences, as the cultures between Finland snd Scotland are quite similar.

6/19/2012 3:56 AM

239

Don't have experienced any great differencies. Americans have thousands of "friends" in facebook.

6/19/2012 3:52 AM

240

Amount of personal information uploaded and also for daily amount of postings Complaining about school and 6/19/2012 3:49 AM
work Not able to do do group works and group tasks on FB groups etc

241

No cultural differences noticed, only that less use of social media in Hungary than in Finland.

6/19/2012 3:46 AM

242

I haven´t noticed significant cultural differences when using social media.

6/19/2012 2:57 AM

243

-

6/19/2012 1:52 AM

244

waws not allowed to use it in shanghai and dubai.

6/18/2012 8:11 PM

245

My Asian friends tend to use Facebook very actively - too actively for my taste. They have a lot of status
updates, use a lot of applications, post a lot of photos etc.

6/18/2012 12:21 PM
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246

For exampe the italians add very many pictures and talk very much in the public sites on facebook, and i
don't think the finnsosh people do.

6/18/2012 10:58 AM

247

Language use, non-verbal communication (if gestures are seen via for example webcam)

6/18/2012 8:52 AM

248

The use of social media is not so much country-specific, according to my experiences, as it is between
different age and hobby groups and interest. I would say it's transnational rather than country-specific.
However, in different areas of the world people do use different services, but I'd say it's more because of
their social networks than country borders.

6/18/2012 5:53 AM

249

I used to work in France and I had to sign a contract stating that I would not use company´s name on social
network. all colleagues followed it and we didn´t put the company as our employer on Facebook, even
though they probably didn´t check. I think people in South America tent to put more information about
themselves on social media.

6/16/2012 11:50 AM

250

Except for small regional differences in terms of popularity of particular social networks (e.g. Xing in Germany 6/11/2012 8:08 AM
and LinkedIn in Poland) and frequency of use determined mostly by smartphone/internet penetration rates.
Social behavior on major platforms i.e. Facebook, Twitter, G+ is fairly homogeneous across countries,
especially within EU.

251

I ussualy have european people and i don`t find there such big differences. Just few years ago it was like here 6/9/2012 12:46 AM
we were using icq, the were using msn and so on. And what I notices is difference incompare to Indian
people, sometimes they think too serious and it`s nor always worth it to joke about staff like relationship,
wedding,..

252

mixing of human races makes beautiful people

6/7/2012 9:56 PM

253

Joking might be problematic.

6/7/2012 3:31 PM

254

Niggas are eating water melons, women should stay in the kitchen and so on...

6/7/2012 2:59 PM

255

For example my chinese friend has never used Facebook before (because it is forbidden in China).

6/7/2012 2:02 PM

256

I don't think there are many differences

6/7/2012 1:41 PM

257

x

6/7/2012 8:54 AM

258

Sorry, but I have only positive experience

6/7/2012 7:05 AM

259

As I was studying abroad I can tell that I have created great sense of cultural differences. According to them I 6/7/2012 5:25 AM
managed my behavior towards people from different background on social medias.

260

I haven´t experienced anything like this so far, however I think that there are no special rules of using social
media across the world. I think one should follow the basic rules (as etiquette rules), and be aware of the
fact that these might differ in various countries.

6/7/2012 5:14 AM

261

I haven't noticed any differences.

6/7/2012 4:29 AM

262

Well, for example, in the Czech Republic people are used to using icq but not so much in Belgium or in
France. In Belgium, students used mainly msn or yahoo messanger. However, with the emergence of
Facebook it is no longer a problem. But who does not have Facebook abroad it is like he never existed!

6/7/2012 4:25 AM

263

no problem

6/7/2012 4:24 AM

264

i don´t speak about

6/5/2012 6:54 AM

265

don't have much as I'm rather cautious about talking to such

6/5/2012 5:13 AM

266

The only difference I was able to experience is, that many people from eastern countries (Arabic lands,
Korea, India) don't use social media that much. Only skype, MSN, almost no Facebook (even though they've
got accounts). They don't have the need to share personal moments of their lives. Many people from abroad
(and friends of mine) use social media mainly for education.

6/5/2012 4:48 AM

267

in russia they do not use facebook

6/5/2012 4:08 AM

268

everyone Likes (literally) something different, but the similarities among people from same country are
obvious

6/5/2012 1:48 AM

269

kinda different sight of looking at posting pictures of my friends without their permission

6/5/2012 1:22 AM

270

My experience is about time of reply to a request or to a comment. I generally expect to have a reply to a
request sent via SM or email by 24 hours; Instant messaging should be replied ASAP max after a couple of
hrs after posting. My professional experience tells that also in critical tasks this expectation has not always
been met by my recipients. This is very irritating expecially when the request is of medium-high priority, and
it is told to the recipient that it is a priority.

6/1/2012 12:52 AM

271

On the contrary using social media and communicating with people abroad makes you realize that there are
more common things across different countries than you expected.

5/31/2012 1:34 AM

272

Hosting people in real life through Couchsurfing. Keeping touch with other people I've met abroad via
facebook. Getting news from around the word through twitter.

5/31/2012 1:22 AM

273

none

5/29/2012 1:55 AM
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274

you can really know how the people live in the other side of the world!

5/28/2012 2:42 PM

275

i think they are not so important when using social media becouse socials are simply a way to exchange
some informations

5/28/2012 2:12 PM

276

Not now...

5/28/2012 3:21 AM
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#
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1

venkatesh17176@gmail.com

10/4/2012 2:57 PM

2

andrea.zalabaiova@gmail.com

10/1/2012 7:51 AM

3

neowkk@gmail.com

9/27/2012 7:24 AM

4

trevor.mccormack@hotmail.co.uk

9/25/2012 11:02 AM

5

silam@inbox.lv

9/25/2012 5:30 AM

6

polak.matea@gmail.com

9/25/2012 12:03 AM

7

joyij2010@yahoo.com

9/24/2012 11:00 PM

8

/

9/24/2012 5:15 AM

9

skagkeli@csd.auth.gr

9/23/2012 8:36 AM

10

thanks irfyogre@inbox.lv

9/23/2012 6:09 AM

11

starwhisper@mail.ru

9/19/2012 8:56 AM

12

map485zx@gmail.com

9/19/2012 12:46 AM

13

thomasbar2005@yahoo.gr

9/18/2012 6:53 AM

14

ilwarsmith91@yahoo.gr

9/18/2012 4:15 AM

15

poulidae@csd.auth.gr

9/18/2012 12:10 AM

16

thakaran@gmail.com

9/17/2012 4:55 PM

17

eparaski@csd.auth.gr

9/17/2012 4:38 PM

18

xameleon89@gmail.com

9/17/2012 3:30 PM

19

alarvfm@hotmail.com

9/17/2012 2:46 PM

20

acdcsakis@hotmail.com

9/17/2012 12:33 PM

21

costhart@gmail.com

9/17/2012 11:39 AM

22

John.Koum@hotmail.com

9/17/2012 11:26 AM

23

kapravel@csd.auth.gr

9/17/2012 11:20 AM

24

alpanagi@csd.auth.gr

9/17/2012 11:13 AM

25

pehwilliams@live.co.uk

9/17/2012 5:34 AM

26

janis.platbardis@gmail.com

9/17/2012 4:20 AM

27

annie.a.p@abv.bg

9/15/2012 11:02 AM

28

angelofconcrete@gmail.com

9/14/2012 8:00 AM

29

martusiad@wp.pl

9/13/2012 2:16 AM

30

anna.assaraf@gmail.com

9/12/2012 11:48 PM

31

Ullaliinold@gmail.com

9/12/2012 9:11 AM

32

urska.rusnjak@gmail.com

9/12/2012 2:13 AM

33

brunete10@inbox.lv

9/11/2012 1:01 PM

34

/

9/11/2012 9:28 AM

35

maticjereb@gmail.com

9/11/2012 8:43 AM

36

barbara.capl@gmail.com

9/11/2012 8:01 AM

37

xbela.marjeticax@gmail.com

9/11/2012 4:42 AM

38

allways4me@gmail.com

9/11/2012 12:46 AM
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39

/

9/10/2012 11:28 PM

40

i.baranauskaite@stud.ktu.lt

9/10/2012 7:43 AM

41

jurgita.syvokaite@gmail.com

9/10/2012 3:49 AM

42

s.rudokas@gmail.com

9/10/2012 3:20 AM

43

pronnto@gmail.com

9/10/2012 1:47 AM

44

vaida.masanauskaite@stud.ktu.lt

9/9/2012 11:52 AM

45

S;GJ[ LSDKAGHOSIDJH[DFJGDFG

9/8/2012 11:44 AM

46

nadica_tasevska@yahoo.com

9/8/2012 2:50 AM

47

ewa.siejka@poczta.fm

9/8/2012 2:49 AM

48

o.solebo1@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/7/2012 9:53 AM

49

wenzel108@gmail.com

9/7/2012 4:01 AM

50

maria.smutek88@gmail.com

9/7/2012 12:11 AM

51

joanna.wojcikk@gmail.com

9/6/2012 2:48 PM

52

No

9/6/2012 1:30 PM

53

-

9/6/2012 12:52 PM

54

paulina.hyska@gmail.com

9/6/2012 12:16 PM

55

D.Richardson2@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/6/2012 8:13 AM

56

Indeed I would really like to be informed the below is may email. mo_albakri@hotmail.com

9/6/2012 6:40 AM

57

timaabdul@hotmail.com

9/6/2012 5:42 AM

58

No Thanks

9/6/2012 5:21 AM

59

ebere706@yahoo.com

9/6/2012 5:18 AM

60

sabina.ertl@donau-uni.ac.at

9/5/2012 11:03 PM

61

gergana_arnaudova@yahoo.com

9/4/2012 2:42 AM

62

kaloyankaramitov1@gmail.com

9/4/2012 1:49 AM

63

moni-bonboni@dir.bg

9/4/2012 1:15 AM

64

alagaria@arch.auth.gr

9/3/2012 8:35 AM

65

desi_home@abv.bg

9/2/2012 12:30 PM

66

-

9/2/2012 7:23 AM

67

sydsengul@hotmail.com

8/31/2012 12:31 PM

68

kateu@abv.bg

8/29/2012 9:24 AM

69

ayshetosun@hotmail.com

8/28/2012 1:56 PM

70

ann.nikolova@gmail.com

8/28/2012 1:15 PM

71

aidan@citibuddies.com

8/28/2012 1:03 PM

72

velinazhechkova@yahoo.com

8/28/2012 12:47 PM

73

-

8/28/2012 10:53 AM

74

hertta.vaananen@gmail.com

8/24/2012 3:37 AM

75

Filipová-radka@seznam.cz

8/23/2012 11:32 PM

76

bkozakova@gmail.com

8/23/2012 5:36 AM

77

no thank you

8/23/2012 4:59 AM

78

idunckova@gmail.com

8/23/2012 4:31 AM

79

jarka717@centrum.sk

8/21/2012 3:13 PM

80

lenka.sojkova@nmc-czech.cz

8/20/2012 12:36 PM

81

http://www.facebook.com/an.midoxemo

8/12/2012 7:40 PM

82

ullame@student.uef.fi

8/8/2012 10:05 AM
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83

iidauusitalo@hotmail.com

8/8/2012 8:03 AM

84

bushinx2001@yahoo.com

7/31/2012 8:02 AM

85

dianavazquez3000@hotmail.com

7/30/2012 6:15 PM

86

paola.usma@gmail.com

7/26/2012 2:37 AM

87

NO

7/24/2012 4:24 PM

88

savvzor91@hotmail.com

7/24/2012 2:38 PM

89

kaisa.jaakkola@gmail.com

7/24/2012 6:15 AM

90

jarnata@student.uef.fi

7/20/2012 1:06 AM

91

tthurme@gmail.com

7/19/2012 11:46 PM

92

miiav@student.uef.fi

7/19/2012 7:18 AM

93

elli.lehtela@luukku.com

7/19/2012 1:10 AM

94

jere.lahti@gmail.com

7/18/2012 3:40 AM

95

giorgos.milis@gmail.com

7/16/2012 1:11 AM

96

iioanabaghi@yahoo.com

7/12/2012 10:24 AM

97

andreasmsilva92@gmail.com

7/11/2012 1:53 AM

98

No, thank you.

7/10/2012 11:15 PM

99

camelia.stoica15@yahoo.com

7/10/2012 8:26 AM

100

leonard.toth@ramot.ro

7/10/2012 8:14 AM

101

henri-heinonen@luukku.com

7/10/2012 5:25 AM

102

mollyheaton@hotmail.co.uk

7/10/2012 1:50 AM

103

jl09cmst@leeds.ac.uk

7/10/2012 1:21 AM

104

NO

7/10/2012 1:18 AM

105

lucy114@hotmail.co.ik

7/10/2012 1:16 AM

106

dobrastefanova@gmail.com

7/9/2012 1:31 AM

107

tammy_caligari@hotmail.com

7/7/2012 3:48 AM

108

marietteborg87@gmail.com

7/6/2012 9:16 AM

109

svetlana.petkova@yahoo.com

7/6/2012 2:49 AM

110

u97016@student.uwasa.fi

7/5/2012 12:23 PM

111

-

7/5/2012 2:32 AM

112

Dana.capdefier@yahoo.com

7/5/2012 12:36 AM

113

tiina.hahl@hotmail.fi

7/1/2012 1:43 PM

114

denysyk01@yahoo.com

7/1/2012 6:56 AM

115

geo_mya2006@yahoo.com

6/30/2012 11:29 PM

116

paun.andreeacristina@gmail.com

6/30/2012 4:46 AM

117

rubens16_boy@yahoo.com

6/30/2012 4:09 AM

118

ss.andrix@yahoo.com

6/30/2012 3:38 AM

119

razvy007dan@yahoo.com

6/30/2012 3:06 AM

120

pepylovesu2@gmail.com

6/27/2012 12:48 PM

121

antthann@gmail.com

6/27/2012 6:29 AM

122

pajtondzieva@uni-koblenz.de

6/26/2012 6:59 AM

123

tuomo.polo@netti.fi

6/25/2012 7:18 AM

124

elene.19@hotmail.com

6/25/2012 2:54 AM

125

Social media is WAY overrated here in Western countries and Europe.... please, come up with some new
channel... social media is so last year and students are complitely TIRED of finding 'information' via any social
media.

6/25/2012 1:35 AM
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126

n_tineva@abv.bg

6/24/2012 6:06 PM

127

mimskiii@abv.bg

6/24/2012 3:01 AM

128

-

6/23/2012 4:25 AM

129

desi0605@abv.bg

6/23/2012 2:54 AM

130

geordjeva@hotmail.com

6/22/2012 11:44 AM

131

diliana.komitova@gmail.com

6/22/2012 10:46 AM

132

angel.kurtev@yahoo.com

6/22/2012 8:43 AM

133

zephyr09@abv.bg

6/22/2012 6:37 AM

134

naleksova@gmail.com

6/22/2012 4:46 AM

135

juho.salokangas@hotmail.com

6/21/2012 11:23 PM

136

thuydinhngoc@gmail.com

6/21/2012 11:15 PM

137

mariaziars2@gmail.com

6/20/2012 6:49 AM

138

amartha80@hotmail.com

6/20/2012 4:27 AM

139

mira.maliniemi@lpt.fi

6/20/2012 3:03 AM

140

-

6/19/2012 8:28 AM

141

hilla.jylhankangas@yahoo.com

6/19/2012 8:11 AM

142

susnapadawan@gmail.com

6/19/2012 3:49 AM

143

-

6/19/2012 1:52 AM

144

olli.salonen@laurea.fi

6/19/2012 1:43 AM

145

vesaniemi.piritta@gmail.com

6/18/2012 10:06 AM

146

novakova007@gmail.com

6/16/2012 11:50 AM

147

gudowski@gmail.com

6/11/2012 8:08 AM

148

kleinova@volny.cz

6/8/2012 5:11 AM

149

trash@emasso.com

6/7/2012 1:05 PM

150

x

6/7/2012 8:54 AM

151

anteprka1@gmail.com

6/7/2012 5:25 AM

152

gergana.tanova@abv.bg

6/6/2012 12:35 AM

153

moclova.v@seznam.cz

6/5/2012 6:54 AM

154

hery@potr.cz

6/5/2012 5:13 AM

155

bjanakova@yahoo.com

6/5/2012 4:08 AM

156

No

6/5/2012 1:48 AM

157

iuzunova@yahoo.com

6/4/2012 2:34 AM
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the Prize Draw to win £25 of Amazon
Vouchers please enter your email
address below:
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Skipped: 1,199

#

Responses

Date

1

venkatesh17176@gmail.com

10/4/2012 2:57 PM

2

Andrea Zalabaiova Via del Potatore 52/E 95121 Catania Italy

10/1/2012 7:51 AM

3

helene.pearson@gmail.com

10/1/2012 3:23 AM

4

tany989@yahoo.co.uk

9/27/2012 12:27 PM

5

trevor.mccormack@hotmail.co.uk

9/25/2012 11:02 AM

6

simon.debacker@wanadoo.fr

9/25/2012 7:21 AM

7

silam@inbox.lv

9/25/2012 5:30 AM

8

etauveron@gmail.com

9/25/2012 2:55 AM

9

polak.matea@gmail.com

9/25/2012 12:03 AM

10

joyij2010@yahoo.com

9/24/2012 11:00 PM

11

sircanja@gmail.com

9/24/2012 5:15 AM

12

tanja.kokalj90@gmail.com

9/24/2012 4:51 AM

13

kittytrkov@gmail.com

9/24/2012 3:56 AM

14

medvedmatic@gmail.com

9/24/2012 3:16 AM

15

skagkeli@csd.auth.gr

9/23/2012 8:36 AM

16

n.stoichkova@student.hhs.nl

9/20/2012 1:02 PM

17

maltefrisch@gmx.net

9/20/2012 10:26 AM

18

j.patel3@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/20/2012 5:54 AM

19

Emilija_Samarakova@yahoo.com

9/20/2012 3:34 AM

20

starwhisper@mail.ru

9/19/2012 8:56 AM

21

map485zx@gmail.com

9/19/2012 12:46 AM

22

asya.bodeva@gmail.com

9/18/2012 7:33 AM

23

thomasbar2005@yahoo.gr

9/18/2012 6:53 AM

24

ilwarsmith91@yahoo.gr

9/18/2012 4:15 AM

25

tehpldn@gmail.com

9/18/2012 12:10 AM

26

thakaran@gmail.com

9/17/2012 4:55 PM

27

xameleon89@gmail.com

9/17/2012 3:30 PM

28

acdcsakis@hotmail.com

9/17/2012 12:33 PM

29

costhart@gmail.com

9/17/2012 11:39 AM

30

papadopoulosjim47@yahoo.com

9/17/2012 11:38 AM

31

John.Koum@hotmail.com

9/17/2012 11:26 AM

32

kapravel@csd.auth.gr

9/17/2012 11:20 AM

33

pehwilliams@live.co.uk

9/17/2012 5:34 AM

34

annie.a.p@abv.bg

9/15/2012 11:02 AM

35

angelofconcrete@gmail.com

9/14/2012 8:00 AM

36

rluteijn@gmail.com

9/13/2012 4:07 AM

37

martusiad@wp.pl

9/13/2012 2:16 AM

38

anna.assaraf@gmail.com

9/12/2012 11:48 PM
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39

Ullaliinold@gmail.com

9/12/2012 9:11 AM

40

urska.rusnjak@gmail.com

9/12/2012 2:13 AM

41

C.redman@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/11/2012 1:20 PM

42

/

9/11/2012 9:28 AM

43

maticjereb@gmail.com

9/11/2012 8:43 AM

44

barbara.capl@gmail.com

9/11/2012 8:01 AM

45

neza.loncar@gmail.com

9/11/2012 5:58 AM

46

hardiollar@yahoo.com

9/11/2012 4:49 AM

47

xbela.marjeticax@gmail.com

9/11/2012 4:42 AM

48

maja.jakob@hotmail.com

9/11/2012 1:35 AM

49

bremajc@gmail.com

9/10/2012 11:28 PM

50

i.baranauskaite@stud.ktu.lt

9/10/2012 7:43 AM

51

jurgita.syvokaite@gmail.com

9/10/2012 3:49 AM

52

s.rudokas@gmail.com

9/10/2012 3:20 AM

53

maja.kastelic@gmail.com

9/10/2012 2:31 AM

54

manca.hocevar@gmail.com

9/10/2012 2:02 AM

55

pronnto@gmail.com

9/10/2012 1:47 AM

56

vaida.masanauskaite@stud.ktu.lt

9/9/2012 11:52 AM

57

s.bond@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/9/2012 9:57 AM

58

JDGHIBN;ZMVCNBZLVJBZDRGFDDFG

9/8/2012 11:44 AM

59

nadica_tasevska@yahoo.com

9/8/2012 2:50 AM

60

ewa.siejka@poczta.fm

9/8/2012 2:49 AM

61

chimgee42@yahoo.com

9/7/2012 6:20 PM

62

o.solebo1@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/7/2012 9:53 AM

63

wenzel108@gmail.com

9/7/2012 4:01 AM

64

p.l.Nabosnyi@edu.Salford.ac.uk

9/7/2012 1:07 AM

65

V.clemente@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/7/2012 1:03 AM

66

charlotte_ostyn@hotmail.com

9/6/2012 1:44 PM

67

h.a.hashem@edu.Salford.ac.UK

9/6/2012 1:30 PM

68

-

9/6/2012 12:52 PM

69

paulina.hyska@gmail.com

9/6/2012 12:16 PM

70

a.c.simion@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/6/2012 10:32 AM

71

c.bradbury1@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/6/2012 8:53 AM

72

D.Richardson2@ edu.salford.ac.uk

9/6/2012 8:13 AM

73

No, Thanks I am doing this for a volunteering

9/6/2012 6:40 AM

74

ahmarif@gmail.com

9/6/2012 5:21 AM

75

stephen_grogan26@hotmail.com

9/6/2012 5:18 AM

76

gerry.dimitrieva@abv.bg

9/6/2012 5:00 AM

77

s.sohail@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/6/2012 5:00 AM

78

H.Fowler@edu.salford.ac.uk

9/6/2012 4:55 AM

79

sabina.ertl@donau-uni.ac.at

9/5/2012 11:03 PM

80

wiktor119@gmail.com

9/4/2012 1:19 PM

81

gergana_arnaudova@yahoo.com

9/4/2012 2:42 AM

82

kaloyankaramitov1@gmail.com

9/4/2012 1:49 AM
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83

moni-bonboni@dir.bg

9/4/2012 1:15 AM

84

alagaria@arch.auth.gr

9/3/2012 8:35 AM

85

desi_home@abv.bg

9/2/2012 12:30 PM

86

-

9/2/2012 7:23 AM

87

muoriniuro@hotmail.it

9/1/2012 9:45 AM

88

robin.cry@libero.it

9/1/2012 6:35 AM

89

agota.laszlo@gmail.com

9/1/2012 1:05 AM

90

sydsengul@hotmail.com

8/31/2012 12:31 PM

91

marczi_r@o2.pl

8/31/2012 3:00 AM

92

daniel.angelkoff@gmail.com

8/29/2012 10:04 AM

93

kateu@abv.bg

8/29/2012 9:24 AM

94

daniela.zagorska@gmail.com

8/29/2012 3:03 AM

95

annamaria_skenderska@yahoo.com

8/29/2012 2:02 AM

96

ayshetosun@hotmail.com

8/28/2012 1:56 PM

97

ann.nikolova@gmail.com

8/28/2012 1:15 PM

98

aidan@citibuddies.com

8/28/2012 1:03 PM

99

-

8/28/2012 10:53 AM

100

v_oushatova@abv.bg

8/28/2012 8:26 AM

101

hertta.vaananen@gmail.com

8/24/2012 3:37 AM

102

no thank you

8/23/2012 4:59 AM

103

nini.muffin@gmail.com

8/20/2012 9:13 AM

104

pesonenkatariina@gmail.com

8/16/2012 6:35 AM

105

iidauusitalo@hotmail.com

8/8/2012 8:03 AM

106

bushinx2001@yahoo.com

7/31/2012 8:02 AM

107

anniina.leviakangas@gmail.com

7/30/2012 12:03 PM

108

iluoto@student.uef.fi

7/30/2012 10:53 AM

109

hannele.tiainen@hotmail.com

7/27/2012 4:31 AM

110

jl10hct@leeds.ac.uk

7/26/2012 8:04 AM

111

paola.usma@gmail.com

7/26/2012 2:37 AM

112

MUSHANNAQ@YAHOO.COM

7/24/2012 4:24 PM

113

savvzor91@hotmail.com

7/24/2012 2:38 PM

114

hayel_ab@yahoo.com

7/24/2012 7:39 AM

115

kaisa.jaakkola@gmail.com

7/24/2012 6:15 AM

116

skamballis@gmail.com

7/23/2012 6:08 AM

117

jarnata@student.uef.fi

7/20/2012 1:06 AM

118

miiav@student.uef.fi

7/19/2012 7:18 AM

119

etfeire@gmail.com

7/18/2012 4:57 PM

120

jere.lahti@gmail.com

7/18/2012 3:40 AM

121

viorica_r30@yahoo.com

7/16/2012 11:12 AM

122

charalambosandreou@gmail.com

7/16/2012 1:15 AM

123

deminio3@gmail.com

7/16/2012 1:03 AM

124

n-phull@hotmail.co.uk

7/15/2012 7:00 AM

125

emilia.tontti@kolumbus.fi

7/12/2012 10:53 AM

126

cliverobertrodgers@gmail.com

7/12/2012 8:23 AM
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127

sadukki@gmail.com

7/11/2012 1:24 PM

128

No

7/11/2012 1:53 AM

129

No, thank you.

7/10/2012 11:15 PM

130

chriskats17@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 11:00 AM

131

kate_mate@live.co.uk

7/10/2012 10:18 AM

132

hannahstodart@gmail.com

7/10/2012 10:15 AM

133

ccbb1010@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 9:27 AM

134

maddy_h@hotmail.co.uk

7/10/2012 7:51 AM

135

cpiturlea@yahoo.com

7/10/2012 7:37 AM

136

jl09pjw@leeds.ac.uk

7/10/2012 7:13 AM

137

henri-heinonen@luukku.com

7/10/2012 5:25 AM

138

amethyst.tanzanite@gmail.com

7/10/2012 4:23 AM

139

amy.holland@live.co.uk

7/10/2012 4:10 AM

140

thomaskayll@gmail.com

7/10/2012 3:44 AM

141

cecilia.rigodanza@hotmail.it

7/10/2012 3:23 AM

142

sazedmonds@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 3:14 AM

143

frankie_bevan@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 2:57 AM

144

naomicardamone@gmail.com

7/10/2012 2:33 AM

145

mollyheaton@hotmail.co.uk

7/10/2012 1:50 AM

146

felix_schleimer@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 1:42 AM

147

hels_23@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 1:22 AM

148

jl09cmst@leeds.ac.uk

7/10/2012 1:21 AM

149

NO

7/10/2012 1:18 AM

150

lucy114@hotmail.co.ik

7/10/2012 1:16 AM

151

jl09c2w@leeds.ac.uk

7/10/2012 1:12 AM

152

natalie_raperport@hotmail.com

7/10/2012 12:54 AM

153

dobrastefanova@gmail.com

7/9/2012 1:31 AM

154

tammy_caligari@hotmail.com

7/7/2012 3:48 AM

155

marietteborg87@gmail.com

7/6/2012 9:16 AM

156

u97016@student.uwasa.fi

7/5/2012 12:23 PM

157

-

7/5/2012 2:32 AM
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